Lehi High's Chinese Students invite you to celebrate the Year of the Horse.

6pm, Monday, January 27

$1 per person - activities for the whole family

Lehi High School, 180 N 500 E, Lehi
6:00 - 7:15 Activities  
(Commons, Cafeteria, Dance Room, Main Gym)

Paint your own Terracotta warrior*  
Take your picture at our horse-themed photo booth*  
Pet a miniature pony*  
Create your own Zodiac Animal matching game with stamps*  
Make water dance with a Chinese spouting bowl*  
Sign your name on our Zodiac Animal wall*  
Learn Tai Qi  
Watch a shadow puppet show  
Sample Chinese dumplings  
Have your name written by a master calligrapher  
Make a lantern or dragon craft  
Get your face painted with Chinese characters or animals  
Race your friends using chopsticks  
Learn the Chinese yoyo  
Practice your own calligraphy  

* new this year

7:15 Performances  (Main Gym)

Chinese Yo Yo tricks  
Dragon Dance  
Zodiac Legend Skit  
Lion Dance

For sale:  T shirts ($7),  Terracotta Warrior ($2),  Zodiac Animal matching game ($1)